
Shreesha Ramdas to join CIPIO’s Advisory
Board to hyper accelerate growth

Medallia SVP and GM with over two decades of customer
success experience set to guide CIPIO’s efforts to accelerate
customer retention in the B2C subscription economy

NEWS RELEASE BY CIPIO.AI

CIPIO, a B2C Subscription Success company, today announced that Shreesha Ramdas

has joined its board of advisors. Ramdas currently serves as SVP and GM for Medallia-

owned Strikedeck – a powerful customer success automation solution. Prior to Medallia,

Ramdas co-founded Leadformix, a marketing automation platform acquired by

CallidusCloud in 2012. A seasoned entrepreneurial executive with a proven track record

of launching and rapidly scaling automation solutions for customer success and

marketing, Ramdas is constantly on the lookout for the “next big thing” in the customer

engagement world – an attitude that led him to join CIPIO’s advisory board.

Customer churn is a rampant reality in the B2C Subscription industry, given how easy it is

for customers to downgrade, switch, or cancel service providers in a matter of just a few

clicks. Industry study suggests that 96% of B2C Subscription businesses believe their

customers churn for reasons that could have been prevented, managed, or fixed. Post

Covid, Net Revenue Retention (NRR), and Customer Retention have become strategic

priorities for B2C Subscription companies and will continue to become table stakes over

time. According to Bain and Company, increasing customer retention rates by just 5%

increases 25% profits for B2C Subscription companies.

“In a world where the bar for customer engagement keeps going higher, I love how

CIPIO is redefining customer retention - making it actionable, easy and impactful for B2C

Subscription companies through its Data Apps,” said Ramdas. “The SaaS landscape

continues to explode with solutions, yet there are literally very few solutions solving NRR

and Customer Retention for the B2C Subscription companies. With its code-free

Enterprise AI and Domain-Infused Data Apps Platform™, CIPIO offers the precise action

to drive measurable results for B2C Subscription companies.”

With the B2C Subscription Economy expected to be valued at a whopping $478 billion

by 2025, it is surprising that the industry’s churn rate is two times that of the B2B SaaS

Economy. CIPIO’s Domain-Infused Data Apps Platform™ aims to tip this balance back

and level the playing field.
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“I’m ecstatic to have Shreesha onboard as we move full-speed into our next phase of

growth and innovation. The hybrid economy is here, and you can no longer hope to just

focus on acquisition as it costs five times as much to attract a new customer than to keep

an existing one,” said Growson Edwards, Co-Founder, and CEO of CIPIO. “Our mission is

to enable B2C Subscription companies to proactively prevent churn and achieve higher

Net Retention Rate for consistent growth. Shreesha’s obsession and tremendous

experience in launching customer success solutions and product experience will

accelerate our product innovation yielding higher returns for our customers.”

About CIPIO

CIPIO is pioneering the Industry's first domain-infused Data Apps Platform™ that

humanizes and automates predictions and recommendations to increase Subscriber

engagement, retention, and growth for B2C Subscription Companies. CIPIO's early

adopters include Crunch Fitness, Industry's Gym, Xponential Fitness, Motor City Church,

Pure Barre, Club Pilates, AKT, YogaSix, NCFit, Cyclebar, RowHouse, Stretch Lab, and

Stride who have witnessed a significant return on investment in a short time.
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